Julie Bell

10. Program Review Process — link to all about current issues with these rules, and
   consider the need for language.

9. Review of the 5 year period of approval for Variances — make them the life of
   SRP.


7. VWP — move Department of Parks — the model to change them WOC and
   VWP PN.

6. Consider a modification for domestic and volatile change only.

5. Can we make a simple referral for nothing change — just a formal letter indicating
   that.

4. Can we suspend a DP for a certain length of time (Schedule change) — probably cannot

3. Consider a modification to allow for a 5 year period, knowledge and how they pay into these 2.

2. Add VWP language in Departmental WOC. PTP and MWS.
   Consider adding language under PTP to allow for increased under WOC — should be
   considered under PTP to allow for increased under WOC.

1. Streamline PN - Process — last revised in 2005 to incorporate 2 PN periods. Because
   Medrhy. R.E. Medrhy.
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